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LESSON EIGHT: Researching the Action 
 
We’re down to the final lesson, kids, and the one we end with may in many ways be the most important 
to the overall success of your action-adventure story. It deals less with your skills as a writer, however, 
and more with your skills as a researcher.  
 
One of the quickest ways to muck up your manuscript is through lack of research. “Authenticity” and 
“specificity” are two words noted SF author Nancy Kress uses when talking about world building. And 
yes, street-fighting or rock-climbing or piloting airplanes or dismantling booby traps or slaying dragons 
are all a part of your kick-butt world building as well as your characters’ bios.  
 
With the Internet and its vast repository of data, there’s no excuse not to know the difference between 
a rifle and an automatic, between a dagger and a rapier, what the effects of a Taser are, and how one 
puts out a fire in a ship at sea. Or whatever other problematic and exciting actions your devious mind 
concocts for your plots. 
 
Literary agents may or may not know the veracity of certain facts you use—it depends on whether 
they’re known for the action genre. Editors more than likely WILL know, and hence even if your 
manuscript with its factual errors makes it past the agent, the acquisition editor will nix it quickly. No, NY 
publishing houses will not correct your factual errors. And small press and e-houses won’t either.  
 
So it’s up to you to do the research and get the facts, moves, terminology, lingo, and the like down pat 
and down correctly. 
 
Here’s a smattering of references, sites, and resources I’ve used. Start with this list and build out from 
there… 
 
MILITARY-SPECIFIC GUIDES AND BIOS 
 
AIR FORCE OFFICER’S GUIDE, Col Jeffrey C Benton USAF (Ret.), Stackpole Books 
SHE’S JUST ANOTHER NAVY PILOT, Loree Draude Hirschman, Naval Institute Press 
GENERALLY SPEAKING: A Memoir by the First Woman Promoted to Three-Star General in the United 
States Army, Claudia J Kennedy, Hachette Book Group 
THE BRAVE WOMEN OF THE GULF WARS, Mary Miller, 21st Century 
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT GUIDES AND BIOS 
 
HOMICIDE: A Year on the Killing Streets, David Simon, Fawcett Books **(HIGHLY recommended) 
UNDER CONTRACT: The True Account of a Cop Hired to Kill, Cherokee Paul McDonald and Allen E Smith, 
Pinnacle 
WHEN YOU’RE THE ONLY COP IN TOWN, Jack Berry and Debra Dixon (yes, THAT Dixon of GMC fame) 
TRUE BLUE, Sgt. Randy Sutton, St Martin’s Press 
TRUE BLUE: An Insider’s Guide to Street Cops for Writers, Lynda Sue Cooper, Gryphon Books 
VIOLENCE:  A Writer’s Guide, Rory Miller, Smashwords **(HIGHLY recommended) 
 
MILITARY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT SUGGESTED SITES 
 
Police Slang and Codes  
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http://criminologycareers.about.com/od/Work_Environment/a/Police-Lingo-Jargon-and-Codes.htm 
http://www.leelofland.com/wordpress/the-language-of-police-cop-slang/ 
 
Vietnam Vet Slang -   http://www.vietvet.org/glossary.htm  
 
Jack King’s Military Slang Site -  http://www.spywriter.com/robots/military_slang.html 
 
Operation Iraqi Freedom Slang Site -  
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/ops/iraq-slang.htm 
 
US Navy Slang and acronyms - http://www.hazegray.org/faq/slang1.htm 
http://www.hazegray.org/faq/slang2.htm 
 
Traditions and Terminology of US Naval Forces - http://www.history.navy.mil/faqs/faq47-1.htm 
 
Marine Corps Gazette -  http://www.mca-marines.org/gazette 
 
Kit Up! Military Gear - http://kitup.military.com/ 
 
Officer.com - http://www.officer.com/ 
*Note: the above site also has an online forum where a section—Ask A Cop—is open to the public. You 
can post questions there about police life or police procedure. http://forums.officer.com/forums/  You 
need to register. BIG HINT: before you post your question, use the search function and see if it’s been 
asked before. If you DON’T the cops—who are all volunteers and often, yes, have just come off a hard 
shift—will come down on you for wasting their time.  
 
Glock Talk (Glock handguns forum) - http://glocktalk.com/ 
 
ROMVETS – romance writers who’ve served in the military http://www.romvets.com/  
Check out their roster   http://www.romvets.com/roster.html  
While I don’t recommend bugging these authors for their expertise, I do recommend reading their books 
because many of them have lived the very lives you’re trying to write… 
 
GEEK SQUAD 
New Hacker’s Dictionary - http://www.outpost9.com/reference/jargon/jargon_toc.html#SEC22 
Science Not Fiction - http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/sciencenotfiction/ 
Science Daily - http://www.sciencedaily.com/ 
 
FIGHTING AND VIOLENCE 
Rory Miller - http://www.chirontraining.com/  ** HIGHLY recommended 
 
TV AND DOCUMENTARIES 
I’ve already mentioned COPS and THE FIRST 48. The History Channel and Discover have some great 
documentaries. You can also buy or rent DVDs on the kinds of jobs your characters are doing: 
http://www.history.com/topics 
 
SPECIAL FORCES TRAINING 
http://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/surviving-the-cut/  
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SNIPERS 
http://www.military.com/video/shock-and-awe/sniper-kills 
 
I’ve also found a lot of these DVDs inexpensively on eBay.  
 
You’ll notice I’ve not included anything on wielding a broadsword or rappelling down a cliff. That’s 
because those aren’t things I’ve written about (yet) so I don’t have sites to suggest. However, the same 
technique I used to find most of the sites above will work for you no matter what area of butt-kicking 
you’re looking to learn about: Google. Or any basic search engine. Refine your key terms, allocate an 
hour or more, and start hitting the keys. When you find a good site, look and see if it links to others. 
Follow the trail of info. 
 
WIKI: there are all sorts of wikis out there. They’re not a bad place to start but wikis can be fully of 
inaccuracies. So don’t END at a wiki site: start at one. 
 
Real Life Experiences:  
 
Keep an eye out for Renaissance Fairs where you can actually wield a broadsword (or at least question 
someone doing it). http://www.renfaire.com/Sites/ 
 
If you’ve never fired a handgun and it’s a key issue in your story, find a local run range and pay for a 
lesson with an instructor.  
 
Sign up for your local civilian police academy—most cities or counties run at least one a year, and you 
get all the behind-the-scenes cop shop stuff and may even get to ride patrol.   
 
BE A STRAIGHT-SHOOTER: Some common mistakes writers make when writing about guns 
 
This is from research I’ve done because even though I carried a handgun for ten years as a private 
detective, it has been a while and I wanted to make sure I had all my facts (and memories) correct. This 
is from Writing World : 
 
COMMON GUNSLINGING MISTAKES 
 
Confusing terminology. "Cartridges" and "bullets" aren't interchangeable terms. A bullet is one 
component of a cartridge, the one that flies from the gun muzzle. "Spent bullets" and "spent cases" are 
different things. Which did the police actually find at the crime scene? A spent bullet is one that has 
stopped moving after being fired. A spent case is one from which the bullet has been fired. Either might 
be found at a crime scene, but spent cases are more likely to be lying in plain sight. 
 
TIP:  The TAKE-DOWN LEVER disassembles the gun. 
 
TIP: Rifles and shotguns are different. The terms aren't synonymous. Revolvers are different from 
semiautomatic pistols. 
 

***The Basic Handgun. There are three handgun types: single-shot, revolver, and semiautomatic 
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pistol.  

Single-shot handguns such as the Derringer are small, easily concealable guns for those times when 
surprise counts for more than the ability to spray the countryside. (Some single-shot handguns are 
actually multiple-shot.)  

The revolver is named for the rotating cylinder which houses the cartridges to be fired. The shooter 
removes the empty cartridges before reloading. Revolvers do not have safeties. They also can not be 
silenced by attaching a suppressor to the barrel since the sound of the shot comes from the cylinder.  

The semiautomatic pistol is loaded from a single magazine which contains the cartridges (up to fourteen 
in some models). The empty shells are ejected as the gun fires. Many law enforcement agencies are 
changing from the revolver to the semiautomatic pistol for the higher cartridge capacity and faster rate 
of fire.  

***The Basic Long Gun. There are two long gun types: rifles and shotguns.  

The rifle, with a longer barrel than the handgun, is used for precise, distance shots. Rifles can be lever-
action,  bolt-action or semiautomatic. Because bullets fly in a trajectory, the range to a target affects 
how much a shooter must correct line-of-sight aim to counter the effects of gravity.  

Instead of bullets, a shotgun fires a number of pellets, which disperse once they leave the muzzle. 
Shotguns are thus most effective at short range. The barrel can be sawed-off for easier concealment.  

***The Basic Machine Gun. A machine gun is fully automatic gun which can fire rapidly and 
continuously so long as the trigger is pulled. Examples include the Israeli UZI and the American MAC-10.  

 
Other Common Problems: 
 
Getting technical details wrong. Does the gun have a safety or doesn't it? Many revolvers and some 
semiautos don't (because their mechanisms make them unnecessary). Your character can't "check the 
clip" in his revolver, because revolvers don't have "clips" (or, more properly, detachable magazines). If 
the police report said the suspect had a .380-caliber pistol, don't assume it is a typo just because you 
never heard of a .380. Chances are it was a .380, not a .38. 

Guns and the Senses: The sight and sound of gunfire is no stranger to anyone who watches television or 
goes to the movies. If you want to make your use of guns stand out from the crowd, don't forget touch, 
taste, and smell.  

Most guns are metal and wood and rubber. They weigh anywhere from half a pound to almost ten. 
When a shot is fired, there is a kickback, the strength depending on the specific gun and its muzzle 
velocity.  

Gunpowder blown into the air has a taste and a smell. You may wish to visit a firing range so you can 
experience and describe the particulars yourself.  

Movie Magic to Avoid: There are three accepted movie-isms that shouldn't find their way into your 
fiction:  

• Look Mom, no kickback: the hero shoots a machine gun designed to be fired on a tripod from a 
prone position one-handed and standing.  
 

• Look Mom, no bullets: the shooter pulls the trigger of the automatic and is surprised when the 
magazine is empty.  
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• Look Mom, no aim: the hero shoots on the run with the gun held low so that the shot can't be 
lined up.  

 
http://www.writing-world.com/mystery/guns.shtml 
 
And finally, for that penultimate action scene a la James Bond: 
 

Can I fire my Glock underwater? 

Just about any handgun will fire underwater -- at least once. :-) However, firing underwater is 
NOT recommended because it can have devastating effects on the pistol and the shooter -- The 
shock/pressure waves in water can really damage internal organs (ever heard of lithotripsy?). 
Shooting a pistol underwater can lead to property damage, serious bodily injury or even death.  

 
The Glock 17 may be equipped with an optional set of maritime spring cups for use in water 
environments. Maritime spring cups are not intended for submerged firing, but for surface use 
by special ops teams who operate in and around water. The maritime spring cups are two small 
parts within the firing pin assembly and are not included on any Model 17 sold by Glock 
(civilians can only get them through 3rd parties). They insure that water can pass by the firing 
pin within the firing pin channel, thus preventing the creation of hydraulic force within the firing 
pin channel -- which would slow the firing pin down, causing light primer strikes. With the 
special cups, the action will cycle reliably while submersed, if a little bit slower. 

 
 
HOMEWORK: Check the details, data, and mechanics in your action scenes. Does your cop really talk like 
a cop? Are the injuries sustained by your hero in the car crash or the fist fight ones that would actually 
occur? Do you need a research site to authenticate your action? Ask. Do you know of a particularly good 
research site? Share.  
 
And thank you all for kicking some excellent action into high gear in this 
workshop! BIC HOK! (Butt In Chair, Hands On Keyboard—the writers’ war 
cry…) 
~Linnea 
www.linneasinclair.com 
 
Find me (and notice of upcoming workshops) on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/Linnea-Sinclair-75135631090/ 
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